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Dear Friends, 

The New Federal Estate Tax Exclusion.  For persons dying in 2014, the IRS Estate Tax
Exclusion has increased from $5,250,000 to $5,340,000.

Do you have Children or Grandchildren under the age of 18?  If so, these topics are for you.  < Standby Guardianship.  If you are a single parent and you become incapacitated, or if
you and your spouse become incapacitated, who will legally be able to take care of your
minor children?  Using a Standby Guardianship Agreement allows you to nominate
Guardians to take care of your children while you are incapacitated.< Temporary Delegation of Parental Rights.  If you are going out of town and leaving a
child with a friend or relative, they should have this document.  It temporarily delegates
your parental rights to the person or persons you name, so if something happens, they can
make decisions on behalf of your child.  Without this document it is possible that the
friend or relative caring for your child will be unable to legally make decisions for your
child.< Driving Contract.  On page 3 of this Newsletter, we have a sample Driving Contract to
make with a child or grandchild who is just starting to drive.  The idea is to have a written
agreement spelling out the rights and responsibilities that come with driving.  This
agreement can be modified to suit each family’s specific concerns.
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Driving Agreement with your Parents or Grandparents.   Just as we recommend an
agreement with your child who is learning to drive, we also recommend that you have a
conversation with your parents and grandparents concerning their driving.  This should be part of
a discussion about the choices and decisions they have to make as they get older.  Thanks to
AAA for graciously allowing us to reprint their form (with a little modification) on page 4. 
Copies of the Driving Agreements are available on our website www.sussmanparkhurst.com or
by calling Bonnie at 612.465.0098.  

Book Recommendation.  Recently, I read The President’s Hat by Antoine Laurain.  It’s a novel
about an accountant named Daniel who was dining alone in a fancy Paris restaurant.  The next
thing he knows is that French President Francois Mitterand and his entourage sit down at the
table next to him.  After the presidential party has gone, Daniel discovers that Mitterand’s black
felt hat has been left behind.  After a few moments of soul-searching, Daniel decides to keep the
hat.  It’s a perfect fit, and as he leaves the restaurant, Daniel begins to feel somehow . . .
different.  From then on, it’s a cat and mouse adventure for the hat which is lost and found,
discovered and exchanged, and eventually stolen and returned - each time positively affecting the
person wearing it.  Just wearing the black felt hat gives the book’s characters the power to do
what they had only dreamed of doing.  Each wearer makes a breakthrough in their lives.  One had
the courage to make a business proposal contrary to his manager’s ideas.  Another left a not-
going-anywhere relationship.  Another created a sensational new perfume fragrance after years of
depression.  This entertaining story is somewhere between The Secret Life of Walter Mitty and an
adult fairy tale.  Ross
Restaurant Recommendations.  Our office is located in the North Loop area of Minneapolis, on
the northeast edge of downtown, not far from Target Field.  The North Loop is rapidly changing
with new apartments, condos, and restaurants appearing almost monthly.  Many old warehouses
are being converted into interesting places to live, eat, and shop.  Although there are great new
restaurants in the North Loop, two of our favorite places to eat have been around a long time. 
Moose & Sadie’s (www.mooseandsadies.com) and the Monte Carlo Café and Bar
(www.montecarlomn.com) are very different but equally satisfying.  Moose & Sadie’s is a coffee
shop serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner.  I am particularly fond of their cornmeal pancakes. 
The Monte Carlo has been around since 1906 serving everything from steaks and chops to
seafood and their special chicken wings.  It is a cozy and friendly place with white linens on the
tables, wood paneling, and a long copper-topped bar.  In the summer, the outside patio is a
delightful place for lunch or dinner.  And they have the best chicken noodle soup and chopped
liver in town. Cameron
As always, don’t hesitate to call if you have any questions about these or any other matters.  We
are glad to discuss your concerns and there won’t be any charge for the call.

Ross A. Sussman Cameron M. Parkhurst

PS Can you help us?  We need to add another person to our team - someone who has office
experience and would like to work part-time, say two days a week or 16 hours flex-time. 
If you know of someone, please ask them to contact us by sending an email to part-time@SussmanParkhurst.com and we will send them more information.
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DRIVING CONTRACT FOR A CHILD
I understand that driving a car of Mom and Dad’s is a privilege and not a right.  Use of a car may be restricted
or revoked for any violation of this contract or any other reason Mom or Dad see fit.  I also understand that
by driving any family car I have accepted a tremendous amount of responsibility for myself, my family,
passengers, and traffic and pedestrians on the road.  By using any family car, I am agreeing to all the
following . . .< I will obey all traffic laws.< I agree that the amount of time I spend using the car is up to Mom and Dad and it is greatly

influenced by grades, level of responsibility I showm and my general behavior and attitude.< I understand that the vehicle is not just for my use and convenience, and I may be asked to run errands
for the family.  < I agree that any car I use is not my car, but a family car that I may use only with permission.< I understand that I must always wear a seatbelt.  I must not carry more passengers than I have
seatbelts to accommodate.  All passengers must be buckled in while riding.< I understand that nobody else is allowed to drive any family car.< I will report any traffic violations to Mom and Dad.< If there is an accident, I will stay at the scene, contact my parents, and contact police as necessary.< I will be alcohol and drug free at all times.< I realize that while driving I must be very alert and careful not to surround myself with additional
distractions.  I will set the radio at an appropriate volume.< I will never drive and talk on the phone (or text or Tweet) at the same time.  I must park and be off
the road to talk on the phone, text, or Tweet. When I arrive at my destination I should check in with
Mom and Dad.< I understand that my general curfew is 9 p.m. Sunday-Thursday and 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Exceptions may be made but only with agreement in advance.  I also understand that Mom and Dad
have a right to know where I am, what activities I have planned, and with whom I will be at all times.< I will keep the car reasonably clean outside and clean and uncluttered inside.  Smoking is not allowed
in the car.< Mom and Dad will provide up to two gasoline fills per month. Any additional gas that is needed I will
pay for myself.< This contract can be reviewed at any time and updated if necessary.

I understand that if something goes wrong, I need to tell Mom and Dad because even though they might get
mad, I know they will always love me very much, and to hide something from them would be much worse!

Signed: ______________________________________________ Date: _____________, 2014
(Child’s signature)

Signed:  ______________________________________________ Date: _____________, 2014 (Signature of Mom and Dad)
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SENIOR DRIVER AGREEMENT
I realize that the natural aging process may, at some point in the future, affect my ability to drive
safely. By taking the time now to work closely with my family, I can develop a plan to ensure my
safety and the safety of others while also maintaining my mobility and independence.

The most important thing my family can do is to help me explore all of my options to keep me
driving or mobile. If concerned about my driving abilities, help me access the appropriate
resources or services that can potentially mitigate these concerns so that I may safely drive.
Examples include . . .< Help me find an occupational therapist who is trained to address the problems that put me

at risk behind the wheel and equipped to develop an individualized plan to use moving
forward.< Ensure that I am able to visit my primary care physician or local pharmacist to review
how medications I take may affect my driving.< Assist me in accessing an eye doctor or vision care specialist who can address my needs.< Help me determine how I can appropriately self-regulate when and where I drive so that I
maintain maximum comfort and safety behind the wheel.< Encourage me to take a driver-improvement course to refresh my skills and learn new
techniques for adapting to my changing needs as an aging driver.< Additionally, I want my family help me explore other forms of transportation, showing
me all of my choices, and recognizing that these options may complement my driving or
be used as a substitute to extend my mobility should driving become unsafe. Examples
include:< Discuss the places I enjoy going and the destinations I need to reach to ensure I maintain
a high quality of life.< Identify local public and private transportation options available in my community (e.g.,
carpooling, public transportation, local organizations with a volunteer driver program, or
other services) so that I am aware of my options.< Introduce me to these transportation options before I must rely on them so that I become
familiar with them when I do choose to use them.< Recognize that I may need support and practice to feel safe using these other
transportation options. It may take a few rides or the companionship of a friend to
accompany me until I am comfortable. If necessary, we will make certain I have the
necessary support services to ensure I can get home safely.

I trust my family to prioritize my safety and mobility and to not ask me to stop driving until all
options have been explored.   Should it become necessary to discuss if it is safe or reasonable for
me to continue driving, I designate (name of family member or trusted friend) ______________
____________________ to discuss this issue with me. 

Signed: ______________________________________________ Date: _____________, 2014
(Your signature)

Signed:  ______________________________________________ Date: _____________, 2014 
(Family member)
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